
MAKING LIVES BETTER FROM THE GROUND UP.

CASE STUDY

Acoustics and Aesthetics Make 
Medex® Perfect for Premium Audio

Holt Hill Audio, a boutique audio design and restoration studio, relies on Medex® 
for their custom-built monitors because of its sustainability, reliability, and 
acoustic performance. While this moisture-resistant MDF is typically used in 
cabinetry and structural applications, Holt Hill has found the perfect use for it in 
their specialized audio equipment.

MAKING MUSIC SHINE WITH MDF

• Client/Owner: Holt Hill Audio, LLC

• Location: Lawrence, MA

• Roseburg Products:  Medex® MDF

ABOUT



CHALLENGE
Brian Salazar and Brian Resetti of Holt 
Hill Audio know their way around audio 
equipment; whether they’re restoring 
vintage pieces in their workshop or hand-
building custom orders, they’re making 
a name for themselves in the audiophile 
space. And when it comes to their 
premium custom-built  speaker monitors, 
they need MDF that is reliable, dense, 
inert acoustically – and eco-friendly.

SOLUTION
Holt Hill prefers to custom-order Medex® 
from their local distributor, Jackson 
Lumber, because it outperforms other 
MDF products they’ve used. While it’s 
durable and cuts like any other MDF, it has 
the added benefits of moisture resistance 
(MR 50 rating), which helps with acoustic 
performance thanks to its additional 
density. Holt Hill is also drawn to Medex® 
because of its recycled content and 
numerous sustainable certifications 
(including no added formaldehyde, LEED, 
SFI, FSC, and more). “I have 14 years of 
experience in sustainability consulting, 
and I come across a lot of different 
materials touting LEED certification 
support. Roseburg always seem to be 
ahead of the curve in terms of green 
certification, and I’ll always steer people to 
your products because it’s easier from a 
certification standpoint to have products 
that are well thought-out.” – Brian Salazar, 
Co-Owner, Holt Hill Audio

RESULTS
For the sides of their monitor enclosures, 
Holt Hill often pairs Medex® with a high-
gloss paint job (through partnerships with 
local trade schools and tradespeople) or a 
veneer that they manually apply in-house 
for an ultra-custom application. The end 
result is nothing short of stunning. 
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RESIDENTIAL,  COMMERCIAL, AND BEYOND

Holt Hill’s Cionnsaile monitors, pictured above in orange and black, are sleek 
units designed to fit into just about any environment.
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